Abstract. In this paper we are concerned with logical and cognitive aspects of reasoning with Euler circles. We give a proof-theoretical analysis of diagrammatic reasoning with Euler circles involving unification and deletion rules. Diagrammatic syllogistic reasoning is characterized as a particular class of the general diagrammatic proofs. Given this prooftheoretical analysis, we present some conjectures on cognitive aspects of reasoning with Euler diagrams. Then we propose a design of experiment for a cognitive psychological study.
Introduction
We study diagrammatic reasoning with Euler circles composed of unification and deletion inferences. A primitive unification inference step is specified as a unification of two Euler diagrams.
1 We define the notion of diagrammatic proof (d-proof, in short), which is considered as a (possibly long) chain of unification and deletion steps. A major difficulty in the Euler-style diagrammatic proofs consists in the fact that the complexity of the diagrams increases during the processes of diagrammatic proof constructions; especially, unification often multiplies disjunctive ambiguity (i.e., the ambiguity described by duplicating a point, say x, at many different positions in a unified diagram with linking them, or, instead, by multiplying diagram-pages; cf. Peirce [12] ). By contrast, when the Euler-style diagrammatic reasoning is restricted to the syllogistic inferences, essentially no disjunctive ambiguity appears during any diagrammatic proof construction process. We shall present a diagrammatic proof system which has essentially no disjunctive ambiguity, and which includes the syllogistic proofs as special cases.
In Section 2, we consider a diagrammatic representation system for Euler circles in which disjunctive ambiguity is not allowed. (One may call disjunctionfree diagrams "one-page diagrams", and disjunctive diagrams "multiple-page diagrams.") We give a definition of an Euler diagrammatic syntax and a settheoretical semantics for it.
In Section 3, we provide a diagrammatic inference system consisting of unification and deletion rules, where any conclusion of a (possibly long) d-proof is always representable on a one-page diagram. The syllogistic d-proof system is characterized as a specific subsystem of our d-proof system (where unification and deletion appear alternately without repeating in a proof). Compared with linguistic syllogistic reasoning, the diagrammatic reasoning with Euler diagrams in our system has some distinctive features: linguistic syllogistic reasoning involves explicit operations with logical negation and with the "subject-predicate" distinction, whereas the reasoning with Euler diagrams in our system does not.
In Section 4, we outline an experimental design to test whether these differences are also shown by the performance level of human reasoning. Our pilot experiment suggests that the actual diagrammatic syllogistic reasoning processes have some characteristics predicted by our inference system.
